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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 This submission is a response by IAG New Zealand Ltd (IAG) to the Finance and 
Expenditure Select Committee (the Committee) on the Earthquake Commission 
Amendment Bill (the Bill).   

1.2 Since 2012 and the first round of consultation on possible reform of the Earthquake 
Commission Act 1993 (the Act), our principle focus has been to enable more effective 
recovery from natural disasters through faster and more certain settlement of 
claims.   

1.3 The changes proposed in the Bill go some way to achieving this goal.  As such we 
generally support them.  Our main points of feedback and recommendations relate 
to the reporting of claims and transition arrangements. 

1.4 IAG is New Zealand’s leading general insurer.  We insure more than 1.5 million New 
Zealanders and protect over $650 billion of commercial and domestic assets across 
New Zealand.  

1.5 We request the opportunity to present our submission to the Committee.   

1.6 IAG’s contacts for matters relating to this submission are: 

Bryce Davies, General Manager Corporate Relations 

T: 09 969 6901 

E: bryce.davies@iag.co.nz 
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2. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Removal of personal property cap 

2.1 We recommend that the EQC provide to private insurers data on the personal 
property claims paid over the past 15 years to help inform updated pricing of 
contents policies. 

 

Reporting of claims 

2.2 We recommend that: 

o The Earthquake Commission Amendment Regulation 2010 be repealed so that 
section 7(1) of Schedule 3 of the Act requires homeowners to report claims 
within 30-days of the damage occurring. 

o Section 7(2) of Schedule 3 in the Act be amended to allow homeowners to 
lodge claims up-to 3 months after the damage occurs, subject to two tests: 

 That the homeowner was unable to lodge the claim due to absence, 
displacement, incapacity or disability; and   

 That the delay in lodging the claim has not, in the opinion of the EQC or 
their agents, prejudiced their ability to assess the claim. 

o Section 7(2A) be inserted into Schedule 3 of the Act to allow homeowners to 
report claims up-to 12 months after the damage occurs, subject to two tests: 

 That the damage was not in the opinion of the EQC or their agents, 
immediately apparent within 30-days on visual inspection by a non-
qualified person; and  

 That the delay in lodging the claim has not, in the opinion of the EQC or 
their agents, prejudiced their ability to assess the claim. 

o Section 7(2B) be inserted into Schedule 3 of the Act and state that a claim 
relating to earthquake damage to a house or dwelling that is lodged with a 
private insurer is deemed to be a residential building claim lodged with the 
EQC. 
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Transition arrangements 

2.3 We recommend that: 

o Section 11(3)(1) be amended to read “Section 18, as in force before the 
commencement date, continues to apply until the anniversary date of a 
contract of fire insurance entered into before that commencement date.” 

o Section 11(4)(1) be amended to read “Section 20, as in force before the 
commencement date, continues to apply until the anniversary date of a 
contract of fire insurance entered into before that commencement date.” 

o Section 2 of the Act be amended to include a definition of anniversary date 
that confirms that it means the annual anniversary of the date that the 
contract of fire insurance was entered into with the private insurer. 

o Section 2(2) of the Bill be amended to provide that the changes in Part 2 of the 
Bill come into force on a date appointed by the Governor-General by Order in 
Council.   

 

3. SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS 

 

Removal of personal property cap 

3.1 The Act currently includes a $20,000 cap on personal property (i.e. contents) claims.  
The Bill includes an amendment that would reduce this to zero by repealing section 
20 of the Act.  IAG supports this change. 

3.2 To support the pricing of the addition $20,000 of contents cover provided by private 
insurers, we recommend that the EQC provide to private insurers data on the 
personal property claims it has paid over the past 15 years.  The exact data required 
should be agreed with private insurers. 

 

Increasing the residential building cap 

3.1 The Act currently includes a $100,000 cap on residential building (i.e. house) claims.  
The Bill includes an amendment that would increase this to $150,000 by amending 
section 18 of the Act.  IAG supports this change. 
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Reporting of claims 

Time limits for reporting claims to the EQC 

3.2 The Act as passed, required homeowners to lodge a claim within 30 days of the 
damage occurring. This deadline could be extended to 3 months if the Commission 
was satisfied that the damage was not apparent to the homeowner within 30 days 
or due to the homeowner’s absence, incapacity or disability they were unable to 
lodge the claim within 30 days. 

3.3 The 30-day deadline was extended by the Earthquake Commission Amendment 
Regulations 2010 to 3 months.  The effect of this change being that all claims must 
be lodged with the EQC within 3 months of the event. 

3.4 The Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) states that “the Ombudsman has observed, 
more than once, that the current three-month time limit for claims notification is not 
always reasonable. This is especially so in the aftermath of a major disaster”.  It cites 
the homeowner’s absence, incapacity or disability and the time for damage to 
become apparent as the reasons for this. 

3.5 To address this, the Bill includes an amendment to the Act that will extend the (as 
enacted) 30-day deadline to (the regulated) 3-months, and the current 3-month 
‘hard limit’ to 2-years. 

3.6 IAG does not support these changes.  Nor did we support an extension of the ‘hard 
limit’ to 2 years when it was proposed in the Treasury’s 2015 discussion document 
New Zealand’s Future Natural Disaster Insurance Scheme: Proposed changes to the 
Earthquake Commission Act 1993.  There are three reasons for this. 

3.7 First, no evidence has been presented that demonstrates a problem of sufficient 
scale to warrant changing the time limits.  

3.8 Second, early notification of claims is an essential element in the quick and efficient 
settlement of claims.  While the RIA acknowledges this point, three reasons are worth 
highlighting. 

o Early notification allows insurers to understand the scale of claims and to plan 
accordingly.  This includes both operationally (assessors, claims handling) and 
financially (reserving, reinsurance, asset management). This leads to faster 
settlement of claims for customers. 

o Early notification allows for speedier assessment of claims and therefore the 
damage caused by the event.  Later lodgement, especially for lesser damage, 
can render the distinction between event and gradual damage impossible to 
determine.  So, it is in the interests of the consumer to lodge early.  This is 
recognised by the prejudice caveat on the 3-24-month period. 
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o Early notification allows for a more accurate apportionment of costs to each 
event.  This is important for managing reinsurance.  Late lodgement carries a 
risk that assessors are unable to reliably attribute damage to each event. 
Instead, modelled allocations are used which by their nature carry 
inaccuracies and risks disputes between the EQC and private insurers over the 
allocation of costs. 

3.9 Third, anything longer than a 3-month timeframe for absentee, incapacitated or 
disabled homeowners would be out of step with the requirements of the private 
insurance market.  For example, IAG requires: 

o Owners of homes recorded by us as holiday homes to complete an internal 
and external inspection of their property at least every 60 days  

o Landlords to complete an internal and external inspection of their property at 
least every 3 months 

It is also worth noting that we automatically limit the cover on homes if the home is 
vacant for more than 60 days and the homeowner fails to notify us of that fact.  

3.10 We believe that it is important that homeowners are strongly encouraged to lodge 
their claims as quickly as possible.  And in the absence of strong evidence to show 
the current limits are causing harm we don’t see that the wholesale extension of time 
limits is warranted. 

3.11 We do however, acknowledge that the circumstances of some homeowners and the 
nature of some damage requires a degree of flexibility.  Some of this already exists 
within the Act, but some limited additional flexibility can be added.  Therefore, we 
recommend the following. 

o Require homeowners to lodge claims within 30-days of the damage occurring.  
This would be achieved by repealing the Earthquake Commission Amendment 
Regulation 2010 and retaining section 7(1) of Schedule 3 in the Act as enacted. 

o Allow homeowners to lodge claims up-to 3 months after the damage occurs, 
subject to two tests: 

 That the homeowner was unable to lodge the claim due to absence, 
displacement, incapacity or disability; and   

 That the delay in lodging the claim has not prejudiced the EQC’s or their 
agents’ ability to assess the claim. 

Both tests would be decided by the EQC or their agents.  This would be 
achieved by amending section 7(2) of Schedule 3 in the Act.   

o Allow homeowners to lodge claims up-to 12 months after the damage occurs, 
subject to two tests: 

 That damage was not immediately apparent within 30-days on visual 
inspection by a non-qualified person; and  
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 That the delay in lodging the claim has not prejudiced the EQC’s or their 
agents’ ability to assess the claim. 

Again, both tests would be decided by the EQC or their agents.  This would be 
achieved by inserting a section 7(2A) into Schedule 3 of the Act. 

3.12 If there is a need to alter these deadlines due to the scale and complexity of a natural 
disaster, these limits can be altered through Orders in Council, as they were in 2010.  
This would ensure that the limits are appropriate for the more common small-scale 
events that lead to claims but can be amended as required for larger events.  

Claims lodged with private insurers 

3.13 To ease the burden on homeowners when lodging earthquake claims, we propose a 
further amendment to the Act.  We recommend that section 7(2B) be inserted into 
Schedule 3 of the Act and state that a claim relating to natural disaster damage to a 
house that is lodged with a private insurer is deemed to be a residential building 
claim lodged with the EQC.  This would be limited to claims that fall within the scope 
of cover provided by the EQC. 

3.14 This will reflect the current arrangement operating in Kaikoura, which has delivered 
faster and more certain claims resolution for homeowners.  This will also deliver 
several other important benefits, being:  

o It provides a single lodgement for homeowners 

o It removes the need for the EQC to check with private insurers that the 
homeowner has private insurance cover and eligibility for EQC cover, thereby 
speeding up the claims process 

o It allows private insurers to uncover residential building claims where the 
damage is not immediately apparent.  Customers’ lodging contents claims 
with their insurer can be queried about the nature of the event and a house 
claimed lodged if damage to the home is suspected.  This allows the home to 
be assessed by an expert. This would reduce the incidence of late notice claims 
(above). 

o It enables a quicker and single assessment of claims due to private insurers 
existing arrangements with internal and third-party loss adjustors.   

o It will improve the accuracy with which claims costs can be apportioned to 
insurers, the EQC and reinsurers  

 

Release of information 

3.15 The Bill proposes inserting section 31A into the Act to allow the EQC to share 
property information and claim information when to do so is in the public interest.   
IAG supports this change.  
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4. TRANSITION ARRANGEMENTS 

Application 

4.1 The clause by clause analysis in the Bill states in relation to transitional 
arrangements that “The current insurance levels will continue to apply to contracts 
entered into before that date (being the date sections 80 to 140 of the FENZ Act 
comes into force), so the new insurance levels will take effect gradually over the 
following 12 months as those policies are renewed”. 

4.2 For residential property, this is given effect by section 11(3)(1) of the Bill.  It says that 
the current section 18 (being a cap of $100,000 on residential property) will remain 
in force for contracts of fire insurance entered into before the commencement date. 

4.3 For personal property, this is given effect by section 11(4)(1).  It says that the current 
section 20 (being a cap of $20,000 on residential property) will remain in force for 
contracts of fire insurance entered into before the commencement date. 

4.4 IAG would like to see this wording amended to avoid unnecessary and costly activity. 

4.5 The wording in sections 11(3)(1) and 11(4)(1) assumes that the key terms of all 
insurance policies (e.g. levels of cover and price) are updated on their renewal and 
that this occurs annually.  This is not always the case.  There are two key dates to 
keep in mind.  The ‘anniversary date’, being the date that policy terms come into 
force, and the ‘renewal date’, the date that the insurance contract is entered.  These 
two dates do not always coincide, for example: 

o For annual polices, the anniversary and renewal dates are the same and the 
premium is paid as a lump sum on or before the anniversary date. 

o For annual by instalment policies, the anniversary and renewal dates are also 
the same, but the premium is paid through the year, typically monthly.  
Combined our annual and annual by instalment policies account for 78% of 
our house and contents policies 

o For periodic policies, the anniversary and renewal dates are different.  The 
anniversary occurs once a year, whereas the renewal occurs periodically, 
either fortnightly, monthly or, on the rare occasion, quarterly depending on 
the policy.  Periodic policies account for 22% of our house and contents 
policies. 

4.6 This means that roughly 29% of policies will need to reflect the new residential 
property cap within the first month of the commencement date.  This will have the 
effect of a ‘big bang’ and not the ‘gradual’ transition envisaged.  This will also add 
significant additional implementation activity, including: 

o Updating system functionality to force systems to complete a one-off 
anniversary date process for periodic policies on the first renewal date, and 
only that one renewal date, after the commencement date 
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o Recalculating premiums as an additional one-off pricing exercise outside of 
the annual pricing review 

o Altering affected customers’ direct debits as an additional one-off exercise 
outside of the anniversary renewal 

o Communications to customers explaining the changes to cover, premium and 
direct debits as an additional one-off exercise outside of the anniversary 
correspondence 

Combined these activities increase the complexity and costs of implementing the 
changes for private insurers.  For IAG this would be in the order of $500k.  In addition, 
it would also cause a spike in the EQC’s residential property exposure. 

4.7 We believe this ‘big bang’ and the additional cost and complexity it creates can be 
removed from the transition by making two small amendments to section 11(3)(1) 
and 11(4)(1).  We recommend that: 

o Section 11(3)(1) is amended to read “Section 18, as in force before the 
commencement date, continues to apply until the anniversary date of a 
contract of fire insurance entered into before that commencement date.” 

o Section 11(4)(1) is amended to read “Section 20, as in force before the 
commencement date, continues to apply until the anniversary date of a 
contract of fire insurance entered into before that commencement date.” 

4.8 We further recommend that a definition of anniversary date be added to confirm that 
it means the annual anniversary of the date that the contract of fire insurance 
commenced. 

 

Timing 

4.9 Section 2(1) of the Bill proposes that the amendments relating to the reporting of 
claims and the release of information (Part 1 of the Bill) come into force on the day 
after the Bill receives Royal assent.  IAG supports this commencement date.  

4.10 Section 2(2) of the Bill proposes that the amendments relating to residential 
property and personal property (Part 2 of the Bill) come into force on one of two 
possible dates.   

o If sections 80 to 140 of the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017 (the FENZ 
Act) have come into force, then 12 months after this Bill receives Royal assent. 
This is to ensure that there is sufficient time for private insurers to implement 
the necessary changes.  

o If the sections 80 to 140 of the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017 have 
not come into force, then the same date they come into force.  This is to create 
the opportunity for private insurers to realise considerable efficiencies by 
implementing the FENZ and EQC changes at the same time.  
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4.11 IAG believes that a more flexible approach to timing is needed.  

4.12 When the industry was consulted on this timing, the expectation was that the second 
of these options would be used and that the in-force date for the FENZ Act would be 
1 July 2019.  However, there are several reasons why more flexibility is needed in 
setting the date for Part 2 of the Bill to come into force.  

4.13 First, it has become apparent that the in-force date for the FENZ Act will need to be 
pushed out to allow time to amend the principle Act and finalise regulations, while 
still leaving time for insurers to make the necessary changes to their products, 
systems and customer services.  We now expect the FENZ Act levy regime changes to 
come into force on 1 July 2020. 

4.14 Second, to accurately set prices for contents insurance following the removal of the 
personal property cap, private insurers require historical claims data from the EQC 
(as recommended above).  This request has not yet been made of the EQC and so the 
timing of when the information would be available is uncertain.  This has 
implications for the timing of pricing changes. 

4.15 Third, private insurers typically have a set cadence to their price changes which may 
or may not match a 1 July in force date.  The changes proposed in Part 2 of the Bill 
represent a one-off, out-of-cycle pricing change that has not been required since 
reform of the Act in 1993.  All other recent legislative changes have not altered the 
level of cover and price charged by private insurers, only the rate of taxes and levies 
applied, e.g. the GST rate (2012), the Fire Service levy rate (1994, 1999, 2001, 2008 
and 2017) and the EQC levy rate (2012 and 2017). 

4.16 This out-of-cycle pricing change presents a new challenge for insurers that, while 
understood in principle, is only now being investigated in detail and requires further 
work to understand the best approach, the financial and conduct risks they create 
and its impact on transition timing. 

o One option would be for insurers to continue with their existing pricing 
timelines, which will mean both under and over collecting of premium for the 
cover being provided.  This will create conduct and financial risks for insures. 

o Alternatively, private insurers could undertake a one-off pricing change.  This 
would be expensive, may or may not be able to be accommodated within 
existing resources, and will have knock on impacts for the timing of pricing 
changes on other product and impair their financial performance. 

4.17 Fourth, the Committee is not expected to report back until 29 September 2018.  As 
noted above (4.1 to 4.8) there is an aspect of the Bill that will, depending on the 
recommendations of the Committee, materially alter the amount of work required 
to implement the changes. 
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4.18 Fifth, private insurers face a full programme of legislative change and associated 
compliance projects between now and 2021.  This includes FENZ, EQC, financial 
advice reforms; insurance contracts law reforms and prudential reforms.  Many of 
these changes have profound impacts on our products, pricing, systems and 
customer services.  Yet capacity to make these changes in many core areas is finite. 
Careful sequencing of the go-live dates is vital if the industry is to achieve 
compliance.   

4.19 It is also worth remembering that, while these changes appear simple, they require 
considerable operational change to implement.  This includes: 

o Reinsurance: modelling expected changes in exposures; changing reinsurance 
limits; purchasing updated reinsurance; determining changes in allocations to 
products. Reinsurance contracts renew a year in advance with work beginning 
6 months prior to this renewal date. 

o Pricing: calculating revised prices for our 114 home and contents products to 
reflect altered EQC caps and changes to reinsurance allocations.  This also 
requires changes to pricing algorithms in 7 core systems 

o  Products: updating insurance systems to reflect changed caps for home and 
contents products 

o Underwriting: reviewing and updating (where necessary) underwriting rules 
for changes in EQC caps 

o Collateral: updating product collateral to reflect the change in EQC caps and 
any resulting underwriting changes 

o Communication: explaining the product and pricing changes to our 
customers, distribution partners and staff 

o Training: updating and delivering training to sales and claims staff on changes 
to product; underwriting; pricing. 

o Resourcing: planning for surge in customer queries following changes  

4.20 In addition, synergies are available if the EQC and FENZ changes can be delivered for 
the same in force date.  But significant dis-synergies exist if the dates for the two 
changes fall within 12 months of each other.  

4.21 For these reasons it is uncertain what the best in force date is.  To accommodate this 
uncertainty, we recommend that the section 2(2) of the Bill be amended to provide 
that the changes in Part 2 of the Bill come into force on a date appointed by the 
Governor-General by Order in Council.  This will give the Minister and Cabinet the 
flexibility to determine and confirm the appropriate date for these changes to come 
into effect, having regard to the specific transitional issues, the wider context and in 
consultation with affected parties.  


